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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello, everyoneI’m Claire McKenna, I’m a senior policy advisor in the Office of UI Modernization in the Department of LaborToday, I’ll provide an overview of the Department’s priorities and plans with respect to UI Modernization and, ultimately, transformation
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ARPA grants reach nearly every state

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To start, I want to acknowledge the significance of ARPA investments in UI Modernization, and ARPA’s role in laying a foundation for longer-term transformationAs this map shows, the reach of ARPA funding has been broad We’ve awarded almost $800 million to 52 of 53 states, with most states engaging with at least three ARPA grants We’ve delivered $219 million in Equity grants to 45 states and D.C.The Tiger Team initiative provided 36 states with a voluntary assessment of their UI operations by a diverse team of expertsAnd through ARPA and CARES together, the Department has offered states $765 million to support fraud prevention, detection, and overpayment recovery



Building Resilience: A plan for transforming 
unemployment insurance
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I noted, ARPA established a strong foundation; but more is needed to build and sustain robust, resilient, and stable state UI programsIn April, we released a comprehensive plan to transform the UI system. This plan responds to a recommendation by the Government Accountability Office, which designated the UI system as high risk, in recognition of the system’s major challenges both before and during the pandemicIt’s titled: Building Resilience: A plan for transforming unemployment insuranceAnd I want to emphasize this theme of resilience – the pandemic demonstrated the need to develop infrastructure that can scale up to meet increases in demand and the needs of a changing economy while also adapting to new federal and state laws and constantly evolving fraud threats



1. Adequately funding state UI administration

2. Delivering high-quality customer service

3. Building resilient and responsive state IT systems

4. Bolstering state UI programs against fraud

5. Ensuring equitable access to robust benefits and services

6. Rebuilding and stabilizing the funding of state UI benefits

7. Strengthening reemployment and connections to suitable work
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Plan details path forward in seven critical areas

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The plan identifies the path forward in seven critical action areas, shown here, noting strategies already completed by the Department, along with those underway or plannedCritically, where relevant across each action area, the plan also identifies legislative action needed to address many of the UI system’s foundational challengesI don’t have time to review each area; but I’ll highlight some items that should be of special interest to folks today



1. Adequately funding state UI administration

The challenge: Eroding administrative funding
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Starting with action area 1 – inflation-adjusted administrative funding of state UI programs was at record lows at the start of the pandemic, and, as many joining us know, this was a key contributor to the UI system’s many challenges starting in March 2020



Key department actions

 Updated key factors in the formula for 
estimating state administrative funding

 Conducting a study to evaluate the level 
and mechanism for distributing 
administrative funding (underway)

 Legislative action needed to adequately fund state 
UI administration and strengthen the 
Department’s enforcement authority

1. Adequately funding state UI administration

The challenge: Eroding administrative funding
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Having administrative funding that matches the actual costs of the running the program is a critical challenge we’re seeking to addressAnd it’s foundational to responding to many of the GAO’s major concernsWe’ve already taken steps. Starting in Fiscal Year 2022, our budget request included updates to state staff salary rates and workload processing factors; but Congress’s enacted budgets have not fully reflected this increased request.We know more is needed, so we’re conducting research on what might be the appropriate level of administrative funding received from Congress and the mechanism used for its distribution to statesUltimately, legislative action is needed to adequately state UI administration



2. Delivering high-quality customer service

Key department actions

 Promoting and supporting states’ plain language 
activities

 Supporting states in strengthening customer 
experience and IT metrics 

 Promoting responsible automation to free up staff 
resources for more mission-critical work

The challenge

Cumbersome filing processes, 
including use of technical 
language/jargon, limited translation 
options, and a lack of mobile-
responsiveness can deter 
eligible unemployed from receiving UI’s 
income support and lead to improper 
payments
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The pandemic brought to light the many customer service challenges in the UI systemCumbersome filing processes can deter eligible unemployed from receiving UI’s income support; they can also cause errors that lead to improper payments[actions]Fortunately, one of the most significant outcomes of the pandemic is a dedicated focus on customer experienceFor example, we’ve made a major investment in plain language, providing expert assistance and asynchronous resources that help states communicate the most important actions for system users in ways they’ll understand



The challenge

The condition and design of state IT 
systems contributes to the UI system’s 
vulnerability to fraud and ability to 
quickly respond to economic crises

Key department actions

 Tested and developed a vision for the future of UI 
technology

 Launched the Open UI Initiative to develop a 
framework that facilitates modular, shareable 
technologies

 Delivering more than $204 million in IT modernization 
grants in alignment with the Department IT vision

3. Building resilient and responsive state IT systems
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The condition of state IT systems is critical for all aspects of transformation, and it was a major reason states had so much trouble preventing fraud It’s critical that state IT systems be more nimble and responsive to economic crises, and also more affordable to manage. At the Department, we’ve tested and developed a vision for the future of UI technologyTo start, we’ve launched a national initiative with NASWA to develop a framework for modular technology that’s sharable between states that’s at the heart of that visionWe’re also providing $204 million in grants to 19 states and territories to implement that vision



The challenge

The “perfect storm” conditions of the 
COVID-19 pandemic exposed UI to 
significant risks of fraud and improper 
payments, and threats continue to evolve

4. Bolstering state UI programs against fraud

Key department actions

• Expanding states’ cross-matching capabilities with 
NASWA’s Integrity Data Hub

• Strengthening identity verification services in 
UI programs with digital and non-digital alternatives

• Optimizing states’ SIDES usage 

• Legislative action is needed to ensure all states employ effective 
cross-matching strategies and have sufficient resources
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The pandemic was indeed a perfect storm and exposed vulnerabilities in the UI system that criminals exploited; and these threats continue to evolve and pose great challenges for statesI’ll take the next few slides to delve into a few key department actions in this area



▪ The number of states with IDH Participation Agreements has increased 
from 34 in 2020 to all 53

▪ Expanded functionality

▪ Adding link analysis capability to support better data analytics

▪ Do Not Pay Working System data sources and services 

▪ Piloting Employer Data Module

▪ Launched initial study assessing IDH’s effectiveness in identifying fraud
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Expanding states’ cross-matching and data analysis 
capabilities with the Integrity Data Hub (IDH)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, we’re expanding states’ cross-matching capabilities by increasing the reach of the Integrity Data HubAs a result of continued investment and promotion, the number of states with IDH Participation Agreements has increased from 34 states in 2020 to all 53, and we’re continuing to promote use of all available functionalitiesAlso, the Department is working to expand the functionality of the IDH, including supporting the IDH in gaining access to additional federal data sources and adding employer dataAnd with the Department’s Chief Evaluation Office, we launched an initial study assessing the IDH’s effectiveness in identifying fraud
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Currently operational in 12 states

AR USPS & Login

CO USPS

HI USPS & Login

KS USPS

MA USPS & Login

NC USPS

NH USPS & Login

OH USPS

OK USPS

OR USPS

UT USPS

WV USPS & Login

National Identity Verification Offering (NIDVO) 
currently operational in 12 states

* ARPA covering transaction costs for at least the 2 years after the 
date a state deploys or 2 years from the date of UIPL No 11-23, 
Change 1 issuance (April 29, 2024), whichever is later Note: Table sorted alphabetically

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The pandemic exposed identity fraud as a major vulnerability and emphasized the need for a more robust ID verification strategy in statesWith ARPA funding, the Department is facilitating state access for at least two years to Login.gov, the General Services Administration's digital ID verification solutionAnd for claimants who may find the digital process challenging, the Department is partnering with USPS to establish an offramp and provide secure in-person verification at retail locations across the U.S.These services are currently operational in 12 states, with almost all other states in some degree of communication with the Department 



▪ SIDES is an important customer service and program integrity tool

▪ ARPA-funded Tiger Teams provided states with 23 recommendations 
centered on optimizing SIDES usage

▪ Single Sign-On + additional exchanges

▪ Targeted outreach / messaging to increase ER participation

▪ The Department provided ARPA funding to support development of a 
Power of Attorney Exchange. This will offer a new service to employers 
who use Third-Party Administrators

▪ Administration’s FY2025 Budget would require states to use SIDES
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Optimizing states’ SIDES usage to strengthen 
payment timeliness and combat fraud

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ARPA funding and assistance is also enabling stronger state adoption of critical information exchange tools, including SIDES, or State Information Data Exchange SystemSIDES is administered by NASWA; it’s a web-based platform that supports the efficient and secure exchange of UI claims information between states, employers, and employer representativesIt’s an important tool for both customer service and program integrityA number of recommendations from the ARPA-supported Tiger Teams have focused on deepening states SIDES engagement by adopting additional SIDES exchanges, plus the Single Sign-On option between state agency websites and the SIDES system;They also encourage use of behavioral insight techniques to promote targeted outreach to increase employer participation rates in SIDESThe Department’s also provided ARPA funding to support development of a new Power of Attorney exchangeGiven the value of SIDES, the Administration’s 2025 Budget would require states to use SIDES -- and this recommendation is mirrored in the transformation plan



FY 2025 UI Integrity Legislative Proposals:1

 Would require states to:
 use the Integrity Data Hub;

 use State Information Data Exchange System;

 cross-match against the National Directory of New Hires;

 cross-match with SSA’s Prisoner Update Processing System or other incarceration cross-match;

 disclose information to the DOL-OIG to conduct audits and investigations; and  

 use penalty and interest collections solely for UI administration

 Would allow states to:
 retain up to five percent of recovered fraudulent UI overpayments for program integrity use;

 issue a formal warning when claimants are unclear on work search requirements; and

 use contract support in recovery efforts under the Treasury Offset Program

 Would provide the Secretary with meaningful enforcement authority and the ability to 
reward good performance
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Legislative action needed to ensure all states 
consistently use available fraud-fighting tools 

1 https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/general/budget/2025/CBJ-2025-V1-07.pdf

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Department is taking many important steps to build a more secure UI system Ultimately, legislative action is needed to ensure that all states use all available fraud-fighting tools, like SIDES and other tools, and also have sufficient resources to mitigate fraudAnd mirroring the Administration’s 2025 Budget Request, the transformation plan outlines a series of measures to strengthen states’ fraud-fighting capabilities



6. Rebuilding and stabilizing the funding of state UI 
benefits
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Most states do not meet DOL’s UI solvency standard

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
UI is designed as a self-financing system; but as this figure shows most states are failing to meet the solvency recommendations the Department issued in 2010 to have enough in their trust funds to cover one year of recession-level benefits 



6. Rebuilding and stabilizing the funding of state UI benefits

Key department actions

▪ Continuing to generate resources that provide 
information and educate the public on the status 
of states’ UI solvency

▪ Legislative action is needed to prevent erosion of states’ capacity to 
respond to increases inunemployment

▪ Consideration should be given to measures that reduce incentives for 
employers to contest legitimate claims

Most states do not meet DOL’s UI 
solvency standard
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As to Department actions in this area, we’ll continue to support states and educate the public on the status of states’ performance in terms of solvency;[and I imagine my colleague Kevin Stapleton from the Department provided lots of valuable information in his talk on states’ preparedness for future crises]Critically, Congressional action is needed to stabilize the funding of UI benefits, so states won’t be forced to turn to federal borrowing to meet their benefit obligations, which we know from experience can lead to adverse consequences for both employers seeking predictability and workers in need of income support between jobs



▪ Executing strategies in Building Resilience (UI transformation plan)

▪ Supporting states’ implementation of ARPA projects within this window 
of opportunity (significant investments + stable labor market)

▪ Tiger Teams recommendations (36 states)

▪ IT Modernization grants (19 states)

▪ Continued stakeholder engagement

▪ Capturing and sharing lessons learned 

▪ Development of Open UI Initiative’s “Open UI Framework”

▪ NIDVO effectiveness and equity data analysis set to begin in Q4 FY 2024
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What’s next – FY 2025 and beyond

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As to what’s next, the priority is executing strategies in the transformation plan – and of the 51 discrete strategies contained in the plan, 41 are either completed or underwayWe’re also focused on continuing to support states’ implementation of ARPA projects within this window of opportunity, in terms of both significant investment and the stable labor marketStakeholder input and collaboration are critical for achieving progress towards the goals of the transformation plan In April, the Department held two national convenings of UI system stakeholders to discuss the most pressing UI system challenges and how to solve themAnd we hope attendees will continue developing the connections and ideas sparked during these gatheringsThe Department is also working to capture and share lessons learned from three years of ARPA-supported innovations and engagementIn the area of IT modernization, the Open UI Initiative will be focused on developing its “Open UI Framework” to help guide future state modernization effortsFinally, we’re set to begin analysis of individual-level data collected from states participating in the National ID Verification Offering to better understand the efficacy and equity impacts of the services



Thank you

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your attention and all your work to build a more secure UI systemI look forward to your questions and the discussion
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